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Abstract. Cardiac four-chamber volumes provide crucial information
for quantitative analysis of whole heart functions. Conventional cardiac
volume estimation relies on a segmentation step; recently emerging di-
rect estimation without segmentation has shown better performance than
than segmentation-based methods. However, due to the high complexity,
four-chamber volume estimation poses great challenges to these exist-
ing methods: four-chamber segmentation is not feasible due to intensity
homogeneity of ventricle and atrium without implicit boundaries be-
tween them; existing direct methods which can only handle single or
bi-ventricles are not directly applicable due to great combinatorial vari-
ability of four chambers. In this paper, by leveraging the full strength of
direct estimation, we propose a new method for direct and simultaneous
four-chamber volume estimation using multi-output regression that can
disentangle complex relationship of image appearance and four-chamber
volumes via statistical learning. To accomplish accurate and efficient es-
timation, we propose using a supervised descriptor learning (SDL) algo-
rithm to generate a compact and discriminative feature representation.
By casting into generalized low-rank approximations of matrices with a
supervised manifold regularization, the SDL jointly removes irrelevant
and redundant information by feature reduction and extracts discrimi-
native features directly related to four chambers via supervised learning,
which overcomes the high complexity of four chambers. We evaluate
the proposed method on a cardiac four-chamber MR dataset from 125
subjects including both healthy and diseased cases. The experimental
results show that our method achieves a high correlation coefficient of
up to 91.5% with manual segmentation obtained by human experts. Our
method for the first time achieves simultaneous and direct four-chamber
volume estimation, which enables more efficient and accurate functional
assessment of the whole heart.

1 Introduction

Cardiac four-chamber volumes offer comprehensive measurement for heart func-
tional assessment by capturing the dynamic pattern of the whole heart [1]. The
left/right ventricles (LV/RV), which have been extensively studied, play a criti-
cal role in heart disease diagnosis, while the left/right atrium (LA/RA) volumes
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Fig. 1. Cardiac four-chamber MR images from different subjects with different tempo-
ral frames

are strongly associated with heart functions and indicate severity of diastolic
dysfunctions and cardiovascular disease burden; together, four chambers pro-
vide crucial information for quantitative functional analysis of the whole heart.
However, the LA and RA have long been overlooked due to the difficulty in
measuring their volumes. Efficient simultaneous four-chamber volume estima-
tion would enable more accurate and comprehensive cardiac functional analysis.

Four-chamber volume estimation poses great challenges to existing meth-
ods due to the huge complexity of four chambers stemming from highly com-
plex contours, temporal deformations, anatomical interdependency of chambers,
low tissue contrast and large patient variability as shown in Fig. 1. Conven-
tional segmentation-based methods for cardiac volume estimation mainly focus
on the LV with few on the RV. LA and RA volume estimation has not yet
been addressed, not to mention simultaneous four-chamber volume estimation.
Although automatic segmentation becomes more reliable, accurate and less time-
consuming, four-chamber segmentation is still a challenging task and far from
being used in clinical practice. Whole heart segmentation [1] potentially offers
a solution to simultaneous four-chamber volume estimation; however, it is cur-
rently unable to segment four chambers separately to obtain their individual
volumes due to the fact that ventricle and atrium are of intensity homogeneity
with vague boundary between them, and two atriums are mostly connected with
a very thin wall as shown in Fig. 1.

Recently, direct estimation [2–4] without segmentation has emerged as an ef-
fective tool for cardiac ventricular volume estimation [5, 6] which outperforms
segmentation-based estimation in terms of both accuracy and efficiency [6]. More
importantly, direct estimation allows us to leverage fast evolving state-of-the-art
machine learning techniques which makes automatic detection and diagnosis
comparable to a well-trained and experienced radiologist [7]. Although direct
estimation has gained great success in single and bi-ventricular volume estima-
tion [2–4], existing direct methods are not directly applicable to simultaneous
four-chamber volume estimation due to the great combinatorial variability of
four chambers and even more complicated relationship between image appear-
ance and four-chamber volumes compared to single or bi-ventricles.

In this paper, we formulate four-chamber volume estimation as a multi-output
regression problem. This formulation naturally models four-chamber volumes si-
multaneously, successfully handles the great challenge of four chambers, and
provides clinical more meaningful volume estimation of four chambers. By re-
moving unreliable segmentation, our method enables accurate and convenient
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functional analysis of the whole heart. To establish compact and discriminative
feature representation for accurate and efficient volume estimation, we propose
using a supervised descriptor learning (SDL) algorithm [8] formulated as general-
ized low-rank approximations of matrices with a supervised manifold regulariza-
tion (SMR). The SDL jointly removes irrelevant and redundant information by
feature reduction, i.e., generalized low-rank approximation and extracts discrim-
inative features directly related to four-chamber volumes via supervised learn-
ing, i.e., supervised manifold regularization. The obtained cardiac four-chamber
image representations by SDL are compact and discriminative, which enables
efficient and accurate four-chamber volume estimation.

This work contributes in three folds: 1) Our method is the first to achieve
direct and simultaneous cardiac four-chamber volume estimation, which removes
unreliable segmentation and enables more accurate and convenient whole heart
functional analysis. The method can be conveniently extended to other clinical
direct organ volume estimation; 2) We formulate four-chamber volume estima-
tion as a multi-output regression problem, which leverages the strength of sta-
tistical learning to achieve simultaneous four-chamber volume estimation. Other
similar clinical data prediction from medical images can be modeled and solved
in the same way; 3) We propose using a supervised descriptor learning (SDL)
algorithm [8] to generate compact and discriminative cardiac image representa-
tions, which overcomes the huge complexity of four chambers. The SDL provides
a general supervised descriptor learning framework that can be widely used in
other clinical multivariate estimation tasks.

2 Cardiac Four-Chamber Volume Estimation via
Multi-Output Regression

2.1 Cardiac Image Representations

We are given a set of annotated data {X1, . . . , XL} and the corresponding mul-
tivariate targets {Y1, . . . , YL}, where L is the number of training samples and
Yi ∈ R

d denote four-chamber volumes. We start with matrix representations of
four chamber cardiac images, i.e., Xi ∈ R

M×N , which could be any matrix rep-
resentations, e.g., raw pixel intensities. We use the gradient orientation matrix
(GOM) which is constructed from pyramid histogram of gradients (PHOG) of
images by stacking spatial cells in rows and orientation bins in columns. The
GOM takes advantages of prior knowledge to capture characteristic spatial lay-
out and local shape which are the key characteristics of four chambers. The
GOM is fed into the proposed SDL to learn a compact and discriminative rep-
resentation of four chambers.

Generalized Low-Rank Approximation. We propose using the generalized
low-rank approximation of matrices due to its efficient computation of dimension
reduction of matrices [9]. This is to find two transformations: W ∈ R

M×m and
V ∈ R

N×n with m � M and n � N , and L matrices Di ∈ R
m×n such that
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WDiV
T is an appropriate approximation of each Xi, i = 1, . . . , L. We solve the

following optimization problem of minimizing the reconstruction errors:

argmin
W,V,D1,...,DL

WTW=Im,V TV=In

1

L

L∑

i=1

‖Xi −WDiV
T‖2F (1)

where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix, Im is an identity matrix of size
m ×m and the constraints WTW = Im and V TV = In ensure that W and V
have orthogonal columns to avoid redundancy in the approximations.

From (1), we know that Di is the low-rank approximation of Xi in terms of
the transformations of W and V , and it is worth to mention that the matrices
D1, . . . , DL are not required to be diagonal. It is also proven in [9] that given
the W and V , for any i, Di is uniquely determined by Di = WTXiV which
is the compact representation of Xi that will reduce regression complexity for
efficient multivariate estimation. (1) only minimize the reconstruction error in
the low-rank space leading to indiscriminate representations {D}Li=1.

Supervised Manifold Regularization (SMR). We impose discrimination on
the low-rank representation {Di}Li=1 by integrating the proposed SMR into (1). To
this end, we first construct a weighted graphG = (V,E) using the ε-neighborhood
method [10], where V and E respectively represent L vertices and edges between
vertices. The graph is built on the multivariate targets (Y1, . . . , YL), i.e., the four-
chamber volume values, rather than on inputs in conventional manifold regular-
ization [11], which naturally induces the supervision. We denote S ∈ R

L×L as the
symmetric similaritymatrixwith non-negative elements corresponding to the edge
weight of the graph G, where each element Sij is computed by a heat kernel with

parameterσ:Sij = exp
(−‖Yi−Yj‖2

2σ2

)
, i, j = 1, . . . , L.We set the diagonal elements

of S to be zeros, i.e., Sii = 0. In the low-rank space, we would like to minimize the
following term

∑

i,j

‖Di −Dj‖2FSij . (2)

Since the similarity matrix S characterizes the manifold structure of the mul-
tivariate target space, low-rank approximations {Di}Li=1 preserve the intrinsic
local geometrical structure of the target space and are therefore automatically
aligned to their regression targets. The discrimination is then naturally injected
into the low-rank representations {Di}Li=1.

Feature Learning with SMR. By integrating the SMR term in (2) into (1),
we obtain the compact objective function of generalized low-rank approximation
of matrices with the supervised manifold regularization (SMR) as follows:

argmin
W,V,D1,...,DL

WTW=Im,V TV =In

1

L

L∑

i=1

‖Xi −WDiV
T‖2F + β

∑

i,j

‖Di −Dj‖2FSij (3)
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where β ∈ (0,∞) is a tuning parameter to balance the tradeoff between recon-
struction errors and discrimination of the low-rank approximations, which also
serves to keep the flexibility of the model.

In the objective function of (3), the first term guarantees the reconstruction
fidelity in the low-rank approximation while the second SMR term introduces the
discrimination to learned new representations. The objective function is solved
by an iterative algorithm via alternate optimization: fixing W , solve V and fixing
V , solve W .

2.2 Multi-Output Regression with Random Forests

Regression forests, an efficient way of mapping a complex input space to contin-
uous output, started to attract interest in medical image analysis [4,12]. Due to
the strong capability of naturally handling multivariate estimation, regression
forests offer a best-suited tool for simultaneous cardiac four-chamber volume
estimation. They can 1) effectively handle the non-linear relationship between
the cardiac image appearance and four-chamber volumes; 2) naturally deal with
multiple outputs, i.e., four-chamber volumes, by capturing the interdependency
among them; and 3) provide accurate and clinically more meaningful volume
estimation without overfitting due to the nature of ensemble learning.

We adopt the adaptive K-cluster regression forests (AKRF) recently proposed
in [13] for multivariate estimation. In the AKRF, a novel node splitting method
formulated as a classification problem is proposed to replace simple thresholding
in conventional regression forests [14], which allows each node to have more than
two child nodes. This enhances the ability to handle the complex distributions
of four-chamber volumes. It has been shown in [13] that the AKRF significantly
outperforms other regressors, e.g., support vector regression (SVR), conventional
random forests and kernel partial least squares [13].

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset and Implementation Details

The dataset contains four-chamber cardiac MR images from 125 subjects each
of which has 25 frames across a temporal cardiac cycle. Images were acquired on
a 1.5T scanner with fast imaging employing steady-state acquisition (FIESTA)
image sequence mode, using these acquisition parameters: TR=35.5 ms, TE=1.2
ms and slice thickness=6mm. The performance of the proposed method is quan-
titatively evaluated by comparing with ground truth by manual segmentation.
The correlation coefficient between the ground truth and the estimation is used
as measurement to evaluate estimation performance as in [4,5], and higher corre-
lation coefficient indicates better performance. The leave-one-subject-out cross
validation is used for evaluation.

We estimate cavity areas of four chambers in MR images, and the volumes
are computed by integrating cavity areas in the sagittal direction. Note that we
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use the normalized areas as the targets, i.e., the number of pixels in a cham-
ber divided by the total number of pixels of the images. A region of interest
(ROI) is placed to enclose four chambers in an MR image according to the
method in [3]. We use a three-level pyramid HOG (PHOG) obtaining a matrix
of size 84 × 31 from an image of 64 × 64 pixels. To show the advantage of our
SDL algorithm, we have also compared with popular descriptors, e.g., GIST
and histogram of LBP both of which are implemented with a similar spatial
pyramid to the PHOG descriptor, and dimensionality reduction methods, e.g.,
generalized principal component analysis (GPCA) [15] and principal component
analysis (PCA). In the implementation of adaptive K-clustering random forests
(AKRF) [13], we use 20 trees to construct the regression forests, which can keep
low computational cost with satisfactory performance.
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Fig. 2. The correlation coefficients between estimated and manually obtained volumes
for four chambers. R is the correlation coefficient.
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Fig. 3. The illustration of ground truth against estimation by the proposed method
for 25 frames in cardiac cycle averaged over subjects
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Table 1. The comparison results for cardiac four-chamber volume estimation

Methods Left Ventricle Left Atrium Right Ventricle Right Atrium

SDL 0.915 0.871 0.882 0.862
PHOG 0.869 0.819 0.832 0.811
GPCA 0.885 0.838 0.843 0.822
PCA 0.871 0.812 0.825 0.807
LBP 0.868 0.799 0.827 0.794
GIST 0.864 0.828 0.815 0.843

3.2 Simultaneous Four-Chamber Volume Estimation

The proposed method for the first time achieves simultaneous four-chamber
volume estimation and produces high estimation accuracy for all the four cham-
bers despite of the great challenge of four chambers, especially for the LV with
a high correlation coefficient of 91.5% as illustrated in Fig. 2. Although the
boundary between ventricle and atrium is mostly invisible and not supported
by edge and region homogeneity, the proposed method can successfully predict
four-chamber volumes due to the use of multi-output regression via statistically
learning. Moreover, LA and RA volumes not measured previously due to their
complex anatomical geometry are successfully predicted by our method with
high accuracy. The results are clinically significant showing the great potential
in clinical use [4, 6].

The average estimation results by our method against ground truth is shown
in Fig. 3 for 25 frames (aligned across a cardiac cycle) over subjects. Our
method can produce very close estimations with low errors for frames of all the
four chambers to the ground truth manually obtained by human experts. The
volume change pattern in a cardiac cycle is successfully captured by our method
providing further information for cardiac pathologies, e.g., diastolic dysfunction,
which indicates its practical use in clinical cardiac functional assessment and
enables much wider clinical applications.

The strength of the proposed SDL algorithm for cardiac four-chamber image
representation is also demonstrated by comparing with other methods as shown
in Table 1. The SDL substantially outperforms both state-of-the-art descriptors,
e.g., LBP and GIST and dimensionality reduction techniques, e.g., GPCA and
PCA by up to 7.2% showing the effectiveness of the SDL for continuous multi-
variate estimation. The generalized low-rank approximation removes redundant
information while the supervised manifold regularization extracts most discrimi-
native features that are directly related to four-chamber volumes. By integrating
them, we obtain compact and discriminative image representations for efficient
and accurate cardiac four-chamber volume estimation.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a newmethod for direct and simultaneous cardiac four-
chamber volume estimation. Without depending on an intractable four-chamber
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segmentation step,we formulate four-chamber volumeestimationasamulti-output
regressionproblem.Toachieve accurate andefficient estimation,weproposedusing
a superviseddescriptor learning (SDL)algorithmtogenerate compact anddiscrim-
inative cardiac image representation. Experimental results show that our method
canproducehighly accurate four-chamber volumeestimation close to that obtained
by human experts.
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